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Introduction

Some states applying the Uniform Trade Secrets Act
(UTSA) have ruled that former employees’ use of
‘‘memorized’’ trade secrets may be actionable misappro-
priation or ‘‘threatened’’ misappropriation justifying
preliminary injunctive relief. Due to some unique attri-
butes of California law, however, California courts have
sometimes diverged from the evolving UTSA case law
in several significant ways, including by rejecting the
so-called ‘‘inevitable disclosure’’ of trade secrets doctrine
and by requiring that trade secret litigants first define
their trade secrets with ‘‘reasonable particularity’’
before embarking on expensive and time-consuming
discovery. Recognizing these differences and the strong
California public policy in favor of employee mobility
and fair competition, is the ‘‘memorized trade secrets
rule’’ compatible with California law? The challenge
often turns on differentiating between the protect-
able trade secrets of the former employer and the non-
protectable knowledge, experience, and skills of the
former employee.

This article argues that the memorized trade secret rule,
like the inevitable disclosure doctrine, is incompatible
with California law and public policy, including the
right of former employees to compete directly without
the threat of legal action by former employers based
solely on what the former employee knows or has
‘‘memorized,’’ without proof of misappropriation of
tangible trade secrets.

Background on California’s Adoption of the UTSA

After years of study and debate, in 1979, the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
approved and recommended for adoption by the states,
the UTSA.1 The American Bar Association approved
the UTSA the following year.2 In 1984, the National
Conference of Commissioners issued amendments to

the UTSA. As of the end of 2018, every state but New
York has adopted the UTSA in one form or another.3

In 1984, the California Legislature enacted the California
Uniform Trade Secrets Act (CUTSA),4 adopting most of
the UTSA. Prior to California’s adoption of the UTSA,
the common law protected employers’ trade secrets, and
most courts relied on the Restatement of Torts (1939) for
trade secret law.5

In 1985, the National Conference of Commissioners
commented on the inadequacy of state common law
regarding trade secrets:

Notwithstanding the commercial importance
of state trade secret law to interstate business,
this law has not developed satisfactorily. In
the first place, its development is uneven.
Although there typically are a substantial
number of reported decisions in states that
are commercial centers, this is not the case in
less populous and more agricultural jurisdic-
tions. Secondly, even in states in which there
has been significant litigation, there is undue
uncertainty concerning the parameters of trade
secret protection, and the appropriate remedies
for misappropriation of a trade secret.6

Echoing this commentary, one commentator observed:
‘‘Under technological and economic pressures, industry
continues to rely on trade secret protection despite the
doubtful and confused status of both common law and

1 James H. Pooley, The Uniform Trade Secrets Act:
California Civil Code § 3426, 1 SANTA CLARA HIGH TECH. L.
J. 193, 194 (1985).
2 Pooley, supra note 1, at 194.

3 There is some debate about whether Alabama and North
Carolina actually adopted the UTSA; the Uniform Law
Commissioners say that Alabama has adopted it, while
North Carolina has not.
4 CAL. CIVIL CODE §§ 3426-3426.11.
5 Courts in states that have not adopted the UTSA (New
York) may continue to rely on the Restatement of Torts (1939)
or on the Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition (1995),
which replaced the prior discussion of unfair competition
found in the original 1939 Restatement of Torts.
6 Commissioners’ Prefatory Note to the Uniform Trade
Secrets Act (UTSA) (1985).
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statutory remedies. Clear, uniform trade secret protec-
tion is urgently needed . . . .’’7

Despite the expressed need for uniformity and the
attempts to codify and clarify trade secret law, ambi-
guity and uncertainty persist, and state trade secret
law has diverged on several key issues, including the
so-called ‘‘inevitable disclosure’’ of trade secrets theory
or doctrine. The differences in state law regarding
enforcement of covenants not to compete and other
post-employment restrictive covenants add to the uncer-
tainty and unpredictability for employers (current,
former and prospective) and employees.

Because the UTSA is merely recommended trade secret
legislation, state legislatures were, and still are, free
to choose which sections of the UTSA to adopt within
their respective states.8 As a result, some states have
adopted the UTSA as written, while others have made
alterations by leaving some sections out.9 In addition,
seven states, including California, have adopted the
original 1979 version of the UTSA whereas the other
states adopted the 1985 version.10

One statutory difference between the UTSA and the
CUTSA is the definition of a ‘‘trade secret.’’ The
UTSA defines ‘‘trade secret’’ as:

[I]nformation, including a formula, pattern,
compilation, program, device, method, tech-
nique, or process, that:

(i) derives independent economic value, actual
or potential, from not being generally known
to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper
means by, other persons who can obtain
economic value from its disclosure or use, and

(ii) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable
under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.11

While the UTSA contains the phrase, ‘‘and not being
readily ascertainable by proper means by,’’ the California

Legislature deleted this language to remove ambiguity
regarding what constitutes a trade secret. Under
California law, the defendant bears the burden of
proving that the information was readily ascertain-
able as an affirmative defense rather than having the
plaintiff negate ‘‘ready ascertainability’’ as part of its
case-in-chief.12

California Code of Civil Procedure section 2019(d),13

also adopted as part of the CUTSA, requires the trade
secret proponent in litigation to ‘‘identify the trade
secret with reasonable particularity’’ before commen-
cing discovery relating to the trade secret.

The CUTSA applies to all alleged misappropriation
of trade secrets occurring after January 1, 1985. Cases
interpreting the UTSA from other jurisdictions may be
persuasive guidance in California UTSA actions.14 To
the extent pre-1985 case law regarding common law
trade secrets conflicts with the UTSA, the UTSA super-
sedes it.15 However, because the UTSA was designed in
part to codify ‘‘better reasoned cases,’’ pre-1985 case
law that is consistent with the UTSA is persuasive.16

Does the CUTSA Recognize the Memorized Trade
Secrets Rule?

Prior to the CUTSA’s enactment, former employees
argued that they could not be expected to ‘‘wipe
clean’’ the contents of their memories, and thus were
entitled to use their memorized information in competi-
tion with their former employers.17 Some CUTSA
decisions, however, have concluded that this so-called
‘‘wipe clean’’ doctrine is no longer viable.18 How does

7 Comment, Theft of Trade Secrets: The Need for a Statu-
tory Solution, 120 U. PA. L. REV. 378, 380-81 (1971).
8 Julie Piper, I Have a Secret? Applying the Uniform Trade
Secrets Act to Confidential Information That Does Not Rise to
the Level of Trade Secret Status, 12 Intellectual Property
L. Rev. 359, 360 (2008), available at http://scholarship.law.
marquette.edu/iplr/vol12/iss2/4.
9 Piper, supra note 8, at 360.
10 Piper, supra note 8, at 360.
11 UNIF. TRADE SECRETS ACT § 1(4).

12 See Comment to CAL. CIV. CODE § 3426.1; Pooley, supra
note 1 at 193.
13 Section 2019(d) is now Section 2019.210. (Added by
Stats. 2004, Ch. 182, Sec. 23. Effective January 1, 2005.
Operative July 1, 2005, by Sec. 64 of Ch. 182.).
14 See Morlife v. Perry, Inc., 56 Cal. App. 4th 1514, 1520
(1997).
15 American Paper & Packaging Prods. v. Kirgan, 183 Cal.
App. 3d 1318, 1324 (1986); Scott v. Snelling & Snelling, 732
F. Supp. 1034, 1043 (N.D. Cal. 1990).
16 Courtesy Temporary Serv. v. Camacho, 222 Cal. App. 3d
1278, 1287 (1990).
17 Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary Injunc-
tion, Gable-Leigh, Inc. v. North Am. Miss, No. CV 01–01019
MMM(SHX), United State Dist. Ct. (C.D. Cal. Apr. 13, 2001)
(C.D. Cal. Apr.13 2001); Morlife, 56 Cal. App. 4th at 1527.
18 Order, Gable-Leigh, supra note 16; Morlife, 56 Cal. App.
4th at 1526.
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this rule square with California’s rejection of the
so-called inevitable disclosure doctrine, which posits
that a former high-ranking employee will inevitably
use or disclose their former employer’s trade secrets
in performing the same job for a direct competitor?19

If former employees cannot inevitably use or disclose
their former employer’s trade secrets under California
law, how can California law enjoin the use of informa-
tion residing only in the former employee’s memory?

Although an employee’s memory of the specific iden-
tities of a company’s best customers, profit margins,
unique needs and the like may be protected as a trade
secret, courts generally do not consider broad categories
of knowledge, such as ‘‘general business know-how,’’ to
qualify for trade secret protection.20

A 2008 decision by the Ohio Supreme Court, Al Minor
& Associates, Inc. v. Martin,21 illustrates application of
the so-called ‘‘memorized trade secrets rule’’ under the
UTSA. In Martin, the Ohio Supreme Court determined
that a trade secret does not necessarily lose its status or
protection as a trade secret under the UTSA simply
because a former employee has committed it to memory.

Robert Martin previously worked as a pension analyst
at Al Minor & Associates (‘‘Al Minor’’). Al Minor is an
actuarial firm that designs and administers retirement
plans. After working at the company for approximately
five years, Mr. Martin decided to resign from his
employment, and he started his own business in compe-
tition with his former employer. Martin did not sign a
non-competition agreement or a non-solicitation agree-
ment with his former employer, and the issue before
the Ohio Supreme Court did not concern the interpreta-
tion or enforcement of any post-employment restrictive
covenants.22

In his new business, Martin began to solicit clients –
including clients that he recalled were current or
former clients of Al Minor. Martin did not take his
former employer’s printed client list or other written
confidential information. Instead, using information
that he had memorized, Martin was successful in
soliciting 15 clients that previously had been clients
of Al Minor. Al Minor sued Martin for trade secret
misappropriation.

The trial court agreed there was misappropriation and
awarded Al Minor in excess of $25,000 in damages.
The Ohio Court of Appeals affirmed the decision but
noted that its recognition of trade secret protection for
memorized client lists was in conflict with another Ohio
appellate court decision on the same issue. Conse-
quently, the Ohio Supreme Court reviewed the issue
to resolve the conflict.

In a unanimous decision, the Ohio Supreme Court first
emphasized that Ohio adopted23 the UTSA’s definition
of a ‘‘trade secret,’’ which expressly includes ‘‘informa-
tion, including . . . any scientific or technical information,
design, process, procedure, formula, pattern, compilation,
program, device, method, technique, or improvement,
or any business information or plans, financial infor-
mation, or listing of names, addresses, or telephone
numbers.’’24

The Ohio Supreme Court assumed that the customer
information that Martin had memorized and used in
his new competitive employment met the threshold
definition of a ‘‘trade secret.’’ Accordingly, the specific
question before the court was whether trade secret
information loses its character as a trade secret if it
has been memorized by a former employee. The court
concluded that for purposes of trade secret protection,
there is no distinction between information that has
been reduced to writing or to some other tangible
form versus information that has been memorized.

19 In 2002, California rejected the so-called ‘‘inevitable
disclosure doctrine’’ as an ‘‘after-the-fact’’ covenant not to
compete. See Whyte v. Schlage Lock Co., 101 Cal. App. 4th
1443, 1459-60 (2002).
20 In re Providian Credit Cards, 96 Cal. App. 4th 292, 309
(2002).
21 117 Ohio St. 3d 58 (2008).
22 On November 1, 2018, California’s Fourth Appellate
District published AMN Healthcare v. Aya Healthcare, 28
Cal. App. 5th 923 (2018), invalidating post-employment
non-solicitation of employees covenants as unlawful restraints
of trade under California Business and Professions Code
section 16600. See Tyler M. Paetkau, Employers Beware:
Using Employee Non-Solicitation Clauses May Violate
California Law, (Nov. 29, 2018), available at (https://www.
procopio.com/articles/view/non-solicitation-clauses-may-
violate-law). Since then, two U.S. district court judges in

Northern California, Judge Beth Labson Freeman and Judge
Edward J. Davilla, have followed AMN in invalidating similar
contractual restraints under California law. See Barker v. Insight
Global, No. 16-cv-07186-BLF, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6523
(N.D. Cal. Jan. 11, 2019); WeRide Corp. v. Huang, 379 F.
Supp. 3d 834 (N.D. Cal. April 1, 2019).
23 Ohio’s version of the UTSA can be found at OHIO REV.
CODE §§ 1333.61 et seq.
24 Interestingly, the CUTSA’s ‘‘trade secret’’ definition tracks
the UTSA definition and is not as broad as the Ohio UTSA:
‘‘formulas, patterns, compilations, programs, devices, methods,
techniques and processes.’’ CAL. CIV. CODE § 3426.1(d).
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Referring to other authorities on this issue, the Supreme
Court of Ohio explained that ‘‘memorization is no
defense,’’ and that an unauthorized taking of informa-
tion in one’s head is ‘‘no more proper than taking it on
paper or electronic form.’’ The court reasoned that the
UTSA does not distinguish between information that
has been reduced to some tangible form and informa-
tion that has been memorized:25

The legislature, when enacting the Ohio
UTSA,26 could have excluded memorized
information from the definition of trade
secret or added a requirement that such infor-
mation be reproduced in physical form in order
to constitute a trade secret. But it did not, and
we are not in a position to read such language
into the statute.27

The court considered ‘‘the majority position among
our sister states’’28 (which included California) to be

‘‘relevant with respect to the legislature’s intent,
because ‘‘[t]he purpose of the enactment of the [UTSA]
was . . . ‘to make uniform the law with respect to their
subject among states enacting them.’’’29 The court also
opined that ‘‘[t]reatises on the subject of trade secrets
also support the majority position that the determination
of whether a client list is a protected trade secret does
not depend on whether a former employee has memor-
ized it.’’30 Citing the same treatise, the court noted:
‘‘The modern trend is to discard the written-memorized
distinction; and the [UTSA] has abrogated the common
law rule which permitted misappropriation of customer
lists by memorization.’’31

The Ohio Supreme Court concluded that by adopt-
ing the UTSA with the express purpose of making
trade secret law uniform among the states, the Ohio
General Assembly has determined that public policy
in Ohio, as in the majority of other jurisdictions, favors
the protection of trade secrets, whether memorized or

25 Martin, 117 Ohio St. 3d 58, 62. The court noted that
Section 1333.61(D) refers only to ‘‘information,’’ including
‘‘any business information or plans, financial information, or
listing of names, addresses, or telephone numbers’’ and makes
no mention of writings or other physical forms that such
information might take. The court also explained that
nothing in the six-factor test adopted in State ex rel. Plain
Dealer v. Ohio Dep’t of Ins., 80 Ohio St. 3d 513, 524-525
(1997), ‘‘indicates that the determination whether a client list
constitutes a trade secret depends on whether it was capable of
being memorized or had been memorized.’’
26 OHIO REV. CODE § 1333.61(D).
27 Martin, 117 Ohio St. 3d at 62.
28 Martin, 117 Ohio St. 3d at 62. Among other things, the
Ohio Supreme Court opined that ‘‘the majority position is
that memorized information can be the basis for a trade
secret violation.’’ The court cited, inter alia, Ed Nowogroski
Ins., Inc. v. Rucker, 137 Wash. 2d 427 (1999); Morlife, Inc. v.
Perry, 56 Cal. App. 4th 1514 (1997); Allen v. Johar, Inc., 308
Ark. 45 (1992); Jet Spray Cooler, Inc. v. Crampton, 361 Mass.
835 (1972); Van Prods. Co. v. Gen. Welding & Fabricating
Co., 419 Pa. 248 (1965); M.N. Dannenbaum, Inc. v. Brum-
merhop, 840 S.W.2d 624 (Tex. App. 1992); Schulenburg v.
Signatrol, Inc., 33 Ill.2d 379 (1965); Morgan’s Home
Equip. Corp. v. Martucci, 390 Pa. 618 (1957); Cent. Plastics
Co. v. Goodson, 1975 Ok 71 (1975); Rego Displays, Inc. v.
Fournier, 119 R.I. 469 (1977). The Ohio Supreme Court
acknowledged that ‘‘some courts adhere to the contrary posi-
tion.’’ Martin, 117 Ohio St. 3d at 62 (citing DeGiorgio v.
Megabyte Internat’l, 266 Ga. 539 (1996)) (only tangible
customer lists warrant protection as trade secrets); Pearce v.
Austin, 465 So. 2d 868 (La. App.1985) (same).

29 87 Ohio St. 3d 535, 540 (2000) (internal citations
omitted).
30 Martin, 117 Ohio St. 3d at 63 (citing Rudolf Callmann &
Louis Altman, Callmann on Unfair Competition, Trademarks
and Monopolies, Vol. 2 (5th Ed. 2005), at 14-192 through
14-195, section 14.25):

As to customer lists, the older rule in some
jurisdictions permits taking by memorization.
In principle, however, the distinction between
written and memorized information should
not be encouraged. The form of the informa-
tion and the manner in which it is obtained are
unimportant; the nature of the relationship
and the defendant’s conduct should be the
determinative factors. The distinction places
a premium upon good memory and a penalty
upon forgetfulness, and it cannot be justified
either from a logical or pragmatic point of view.

(Footnotes omitted).
31 Martin, 117 Ohio St. 3d at 63 (citing Callmann et al.
supra note 30, at 14-195; North Atlantic Instruments, Inc. v.
Haber, 188 F.3d 38, 47 (2nd Cir. 1999) (quoting Roger M.
Milgrim, Milgrim on Trade Secrets, Vol 4 (1998), at Appx.
15A-3 (‘‘the majority rule is . . . that appropriation by memory
will be restrained under the same circumstances as will appro-
priation by written list’’))); James Pooley, Trade Secrets (7th
Ed. 2001), at 6-14, section 6.02[2][c]: ‘‘The widely accepted
rule is that memorization is no defense, and that unauthorized
asportation of data in one’s head is no more proper than taking
it on paper or in electronic form’’.
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reduced to some tangible form.’’32 Thus, according to the
Ohio Supreme Court in Al Minor v. Martin:

[T]he determination of whether a client list
constitutes a trade secret pursuant to [the
Ohio UTSA] does not depend on whether it
has been memorized by a former employee.
Information that constitutes a trade secret
pursuant to [the Ohio UTSA] does not lose
its character as a trade secret if it has been
memorized. It is the information that is protected
by the UTSA, regardless of the manner, mode, or
form in which it is stored – whether on paper, in a
computer, in one’s memory, or in any other
medium.33

More recently (February 7, 2019), in Fidelity Brokerage
Services LLC v. Callinan,34 a Massachusetts trial court
ruled that a customer list memorized by a former
financial consultant could be protectable as confidential
information, if not a trade secret. The defendant-former
financial consultant at Fidelity signed an employment
agreement in 2016 that prohibited him from using any
confidential information belonging to Fidelity to
directly or indirectly solicit customers to divert their
business from or otherwise cease their relationship
with Fidelity. The defendant serviced approximately
500 clients during his employment with Fidelity. The
vast majority of these clients came to the defendant
through reassignments or referrals from other consul-
tants employed by Fidelity, and the defendant did not
independently develop the clients. In 2018, the defen-
dant resigned from Fidelity to join a competitor.
Immediately upon arriving at the competitor company,
the defendant created a list of his former clients from
memory and shared the list with his colleagues, who
proceeded to contact each client and notify them
that the defendant had left Fidelity. In some instances,
the defendant used his contact with former clients
to expound on the reasons he left Fidelity and the
benefits he perceived in working with the competitor
company.

In response to Fidelity’s motion for a preliminary
injunction, the defendant argued that the information
he had memorized regarding his former Fidelity
clients was not ‘‘confidential information’’ under his
employment agreement. Judge Brian A. Davis, sitting
in the Superior Court of Massachusetts’ Business Liti-
gation Session, disagreed, ruling that ‘‘[i]f the identity
of Fidelity’s clients constitutes ‘Confidential Informa-
tion’ when the information is embodied in written form,
such as a customer list, it remains confidential when it
resides in the memory of a former employee,’’ and that
‘‘[t]he manner in which confidential information is
retained by a former employee does not affect
whether the information itself is, in fact, confidential.’’35

Some jurisdictions have nonetheless rejected the
memorized trade secrets rule due to its perceived
restrictions on employee mobility and the right of
former employees to earn a living in their chosen
field.36 In Martin, the Ohio Supreme Court chara-
cterized this line of cases as the ‘‘casual memory

32 Martin, 117 Ohio St. 3d at 63 (emphasis added) (citing
Johnson v. Microsoft Corp., 106 Ohio St. 3d 278 (2005) (‘‘The
Ohio General Assembly, and not this court, is the proper body
to resolve public policy issues’’)); State v. Smorgala, 50 Ohio
St. 3d 222, 223 (1990) (‘‘the General Assembly should be the
final arbiter of public policy’’).
33 Martin, 117 Ohio St. 3d at 64 (emphasis added).
34 Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC v. Callinan, Case
No. 1884CV02098-BLS1, Mass. Super. Ct., Suffolk County
(Feb. 7, 2019).

35 Fidelity, No. 1884CV02098-BLS1 (emphasis added).
Fidelity follows similar decisions in Ohio and Washington
holding that memorized client lists and other confidential
business information are still protectable as trade secrets
and/or confidential information despite not being in tangible
form. See Martin, 117 Ohio St. 3d at 64; Ed Nowogroski, Ins.,
Inc. v. Rucker, 137 Wash. 2d 427, 449 (1999).
36 See, e.g., Falco v. Parry, 775 N.Y.S. 2d 675 (2004)
(fitness club and its managing member could not maintain
action based on misappropriation of client list where plaintiff
could not show defendants engaged in ‘‘wrongful conduct
such as physically taking or copying plaintiffs’ files, and use
of information concerning plaintiffs’ clients that is ‘based on
casual memory . . . is not actionable’’); Johnson Controls, Inc.
v. A.P.T. Critical Sys., 323 F. Supp. 2d 525, 537 (S.D.N.Y.
2004) (‘‘[T]rade secret protection will not attach to customer
information that can easily be recalled or obtained from the
customers themselves. . . . Thus, absent the physical removal
of actual contracts or client lists, it is difficult to show the
misappropriation of these types of trade secrets or confidential
information.’’); Abraham Zion Corp. v. Lebow Clothes, Inc.,
593 F. Supp. 551, 564 (S.D.N.Y. 1984) (employee who
contacted ex-employer’s retail customers and suppliers from
memory based on previous personal associations with them
did not misappropriate confidential customer information),
aff’d, 761 F.2d 93 (2d Cir. 1985); Arnold K. Davis & Co. v.
Ludemann, 559 N.Y.S. 2d 240, 241 (1990) (use of information
about an employer’s customers based on casual memory is not
actionable); Catalogue Serv. of Westchester, Inc. v. Henry, 107
A.D. 2d 783, 784 (1985) (knowledge of intricacies of business
operation does not necessarily constitute trade secret); TMX
Finance Holdings, Inc. v. Drummond Financial Services, 300
Ga. 835, 838 (2017).
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exception.’’37 Courts adopting a variation of the casual
memory exception have reasoned that former
employees should not be obligated to have professional
amnesia in order to work for a competitor.38

The federal Defend Trade Secrets Act39 (DTSA) defines
‘‘trade secret’’ broadly as ‘‘all forms and types of
financial, business, scientific, technical, economic,
or engineering information . . . whether tangible or
intangible, and whether or how stored, compiled, or
memorialized physically, electronically, graphically,
photographically, or in writing.’’40 Like the memorized
trade secrets rule, the DTSA definition suggests that
information residing in a former employee’s memory
can constitute a protectable trade secret. The DTSA,
however, appears to have rejected the inevitable disclo-
sure doctrine by precluding a court from issuing an
order that ‘‘prevent[s] a person from entering into an
employment relationship’’ and by requiring that ‘‘condi-
tions placed on such employment shall be based on
evidence of threatened misappropriation and not
merely on the information the person knows.’’41

By contrast, the CUTSA defines ‘‘trade secret’’ to
include ‘‘formulas, patterns, compilations, programs,
devices, methods, techniques and processes,’’ i.e., the
UTSA (and CUTSA) definition of a ‘‘trade secret’’ does

not include information in ‘‘intangible’’ form and regard-
less of ‘‘how [it is] stored, compiled, or memorialized.’’42

Some courts have seized on this difference in the statu-
tory language of the DTSA and the UTSA to find that
information maintained only in the memory of an
employee is not a trade secret.43

Importantly, under California law, information, forms,
procedures or processes that are generally known or
widely used throughout an industry are not trade

37 Martin, 117 Ohio St. 3d at 64 (‘‘Every employee will of
course have memories casually retained from the ordinary
course of employment. The Uniform Trade Secrets Act does
not apply to the use of memorized information that is not a
trade secret pursuant to R.C. 1333.61(D).’’).
38 Peerless Pattern Co. v. Pictorial Review Co., 132 N.Y.S.
37, 39 (1911) (Where defendant had not ‘‘made out or copied
any lists of customers,’’ but merely ‘‘undertook to use in his
new employment the knowledge he had acquired in the old’’
without any breach of confidence, there is no unlawful conduct
because ‘‘equity has no power to compel a man who changes
employers to wipe clean the slate of his memory.’’); Falco v.
Parry, 6 A.D. 3d 1138 (2004); Bus. Networks of N.Y. Inc. v.
Complete Network Solutions, Inc., No. 605463/98 N.Y. Sup.
Ct. (Feb. 19, 1999), aff’d in part as modified, 696 N.Y.S.2d
433 (1999).
39 Pub. L. No. 114-153, 130 Stat. 376 (May 11, 2016),
codified at various sections of Chapter 90 of Title 18 of the
United States Code.
40 18 U.S.C. § 1839(3) (emphasis added).
41 18 U.S.C. § 1836(B)(3)(A) (emphasis added); see also
T.M. Paetkau, ‘‘Inevitable disclosure’’ of trade secrets, LOS

ANGELES DAILY J. (July 13, 2017).

42 See CAL. CIV. CODE § 3426.1(d); American Paper &
Packaging Prods. v. Kirgan, 183 Cal. App. 3d 1318, 1322
(1986) (CUTSA definition); compare DTSA definition at 18
U.S.C. § 1839(3).
43 See First W. Capital Mgmt. Co. v. Malamed, No. 16-CV-
1961-WJM-MJW, U.S. Dist. Ct. (D. Colo. Sept. 30, 2016)
(unpub.) (holding that former employee’s memory and
knowledge of former employer’s client identities, fees, and
preferences qualified as trade secrets under DTSA), reversed
on other grounds, 874 F.3d 1136 (10th Cir. 2017); RKI, Inc. v.
Grimes, 177 F. Supp. 2d 859, 875 (N.D. Ill. 2001) (another’s
trade secret may be improperly acquired by physically taking,
copying, downloading, or memorizing the trade secret);
Stampede Tool Warehouse v. May, 272 Ill. App. 3d 580,
590 (1995) affirming finding of misappropriation where
defendants redeveloped portions of plaintiff’s customer list
by remembering customers’ names and locations); Schulen-
burg v. Signatrol, Inc., 33 Ill. 2d 379, 387 (1965); First Fin.
Bank, N.A. v. Bauknecht, 71 F. Supp. 3d 819, 845 (C.D. Ill.
2014) (holding that defendant violated Illinois UTSA by
memorizing bank’s customer lists and using the information
at his new job); SKF USA Inc. v. Bjerkness, Nos. 08 C 4709,
09 C 2232, U.S. Dist. Ct. (N.D. Ill. Aug. 9, 2010) (unpub.)
(holding defendant liable for trade secret misappropriation
where defendant memorized and rebuilt confidential database
pattern); Televation Telecommunication Systems, Inc. v.
Saindon, 169 Ill. App. 3d 8, 13-14 (1988) (defendant claimed
that he ‘‘inadvertently memorized’’ plaintiff’s information as
result of constant exposure to information while working for
plaintiff, and designed his own product by ‘‘incorporat[ing]
everything he could remember (and thought would be useful)
about [the plaintiff’s] designs’’; court rejected defendant’s argu-
ment that he memorized only general knowledge obtained
through employment because the evidence showed he memor-
ized ‘‘particularized plans or processes developed by his
employer’’; compare Colson Co. v. Wittel, 210 Ill. App. 3d
1030, 1040-41 (1991) (information used was not trade secret
and defendant’s memorization did not constitute misappro-
priation where information that defendant memorized and
used was merely information developed personally by defen-
dant or given to defendant freely during his employment).
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secrets.44 For example, a janitorial service’s methods of
building maintenance and procedures for estimating the
price of a new contract are not trade secrets.45

The Memorized Trade Secrets Rule, Like the
Inevitable

Disclosure Doctrine, Is Incompatible with
California Law

One published California Court of Appeal decision,
Morlife, Inc. v. Perry,46 without much analysis,
concluded that ‘‘to afford protection to the employer,
the information need not be in writing but may be
in the employee’s memory.’’47 But Morlife relied pri-
marily on Greenly v. Cooper,48 which is a pre-CUTSA
decision. Because Morlife fails to analyze the possible
exclusion from the statutory definition of ‘‘trade secret’’
under the UTSA and the CUTSA of information in
‘‘intangible’’ form and regardless of ‘‘how [it is] stored,
compiled, or memorialized,’’ the case fails to provide any
meaningful guidance. In addition, Morlife ignored other
pre-CUTSA cases that held that ‘‘[e]quity has no power
to compel a man who changes employers to wipe clean

the slate of his memory.’’49 Moreover, most of the
pre-CUTSA case law upon which Greenly relied
involved older ‘‘route salesperson’’ cases that pre-
dated the Supreme Court of California’s 2008 decision
invalidating most post-employment non-solicitation

44 Scott v. Snelling & Snelling, Inc., 732 F. Supp. 1034,
1045 (N.D. Cal. 1990) (applying California law); Winston
Research Corp. v. Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., 350 F.2d
134, 139-40 (9th Cir. 1965) (applying California law).
45 Aetna Bldg. Maint. Co. v. West, 39 Cal. 2d 198, 206
(1952).
46 56 Cal. App. 4th 1514, 1523 (1997) (citing Greenly v.
Cooper, 77 Cal. App. 3d 382, 392 (1978)).
47 A federal district court, in Mattel, Inc. v. MGA Entertain-
ment, Inc., recognized the memorized trade secrets rule. The
former employer, Mattel, alleged that its former employee,
Mr. Castilla, misappropriated seven categories of trade
secrets that ‘‘encompassed his knowledge about Mattel’s
proprietary processes.’’ The district court found that ‘‘[s]uch
information may be considered a trade secret because ‘to
afford protection to the employer, the information need not
be in writing but may be in the employees’ memory.’’’ 782 F.
Supp. 2d 911, 967 (C.D. Cal. 2010); see Greenly v. Cooper, 77
Cal. App. 3d 382, 392 (1978); see also Klamath-Orleans
Lumber, Inc. v. Miller, 87 Cal. App. 3d 458, 465 (1978)
(‘‘[W]here, in order to do business the employer is forced to
impart such select information to certain key employees, the
information hardly becomes part of the employees’ knowl-
edge which they may freely use at some later time. Rather,
it remains the exclusive property of the employer which must
be appropriately protected.’’).
48 77 Cal. App. 3d 382, 392 (1978).

49 Peerless Pattern, 132 N.Y. Supp. at 39. In Peerless
Pattern, a 1911 New York intermediate court of appeal deci-
sion, the parties were engaged in the business of selling paper
patterns. The rival companies competed to employ travelers
who solicited contracts from storekeepers throughout the
country. The plaintiff-former employer’s contracts provided
for the periodic shipment of patterns at an agreed upon
price, with appropriate provision for the return and replace-
ment of those that the merchant was unable to sell. The
contracts were for fixed periods, with either party granted
the right to cancel on 30 days’ notice. The plaintiff-former
employer kept a card catalogue of the parties with whom it
had contracts, together with the particulars of each contract.
Dunigan was formerly in plaintiff’s employ as a sales
manager, and in this capacity acquired knowledge of the busi-
ness, including the information in the card catalogue. There is
a dispute as to whether or not this card catalogue was kept as a
secret and confidential record. In March 1911, Dunigan left
plaintiff’s employ and entered the employ of the defendant
Pictorial Review Company as a traveler. As soon as he entered
into the employ of Pictorial Review, a vigorous effort was
made to divert plaintiff’s trade to defendant. One of the
means employed to this end was an attempt to induce those
with whom plaintiff had contracts to break or cancel such
contracts. In pursuance of this attempt there was sent to a
number of plaintiff’s customers a letter signed by Dunigan,
but in the name of the defendant review company and upon its
letter heads, advising those to whom it was addressed at once
to cancel the contracts with plaintiff and to enter into a
contract with the defendant review company. These letters
evidenced a knowledge of the contracts with plaintiff which
could only have been obtained by Dunigan while in plaintiff’s
employ. The first clause of the order appealed from restrains
the defendant and its officers, agents and employees ‘from
interfering with the trade, custom and good will of the plain-
tiff’s business, and from making use of the knowledge or
information gained from or contained in plaintiff’s card cata-
logue. The court found that an injunction pendente lite was not
warranted and it did not clearly appear that new employer
[wa]s making use of information acquired by Dunigan in
confidence while in plaintiff’s employ. The court noted that
there was no allegation that the former employee ‘‘made out or
copied any lists of customers’’, but ‘‘undertook to use in his
new employment the knowledge he had acquired in the old.’’
The court found that ‘‘[t]his, if it involves no breach of confi-
dence, is not unlawful; for equity has no power to compel a
man who changes employers to wipe clean the slate of his
memory. (Emphasis added.)
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of customers contractual restraints, Edwards v. Arthur
Andersen, LLP.50

Closely related to the memorized trade secrets rule is
the ‘‘inevitable disclosure doctrine,’’ which permits
an employer to obtain an injunction against a former
employee who had access to trade secret information
without proof of the employee’s actual or threatened use
of such trade secrets based on an inference that the
employee must inevitably use knowledge of those
trade secrets in the new employment. The California
Court of Appeal in Whyte v. Schlage Lock Company51

rejected the inevitable disclosure doctrine, finding that
the doctrine ‘‘is contrary to California law and policy
because it creates an after-the-fact covenant not to
compete restricting employee mobility.’’52

In Schlage Lock, the trial court denied the former
employer’s request for injunctive relief based on the
inevitable disclosure doctrine, stating: ‘‘I don’t think
these things rise – I don’t think these are trade secrets,’’
adding, ‘‘I think Mr. Whyte should be able to go about
his business,’’ but, ‘‘[c]ertainly if it is proven somehow
that he used specific information, well, there is money
damages.’’53 The trial court’s struggle exemplifies the
inherent tension between strong California public
policy in favor of employee mobility and betterment

and the need to protect employers’ trade secrets.
‘‘Memorized’’ trade secrets are akin to the inevitable
disclosure doctrine, i.e., former employees cannot help
but use and disclose them in their new competitive jobs.

Schlage Lock appealed. In reviewing the correctness of
the order denying injunctive relief, the appellate court
decided whether the inevitable disclosure doctrine is the
‘‘law of California.’’54 In making this determination, the
court observed that there were no published California
cases accepting or rejecting the doctrine, but that two
federal district courts in California concluded that inevi-
table disclosure is not the law of the state.55 The court
noted that it was not bound by those cases and was free to
determine the issue as a matter of first impression. To that
end, the court surveyed cases from other states, including
the leading case on inevitable disclosure, PepsiCo, Inc. v.
Redmond56 – a Seventh Circuit case.

The court’s survey established that the majority of
jurisdictions addressing the issue have adopted some
form of the inevitable disclosure doctrine57; some
others agreed with the doctrine but distinguished it or

50 44 Cal. 4th 937, 948 (2008); see also T.M. Paetkau, User
Beware: Legality and Risks of Non-Solicitation of Customers
Provisions in Employment Contracts Under California
Law, 2004 BENDER’S CALIF. LAB. & EMPL. BULL. (Sept. 2004)
(collecting route sales cases).
51 101 Cal. App. 4th 1443 (2002). The Schlage court
defined the inevitable disclosure doctrine as follows: ‘‘The
doctrine of inevitable disclosure permits a trade secret owner
to prevent a former employee from working for a competitor
despite the owner’s failure to prove the employee has taken or
threatens to use trade secrets. Under that doctrine, the employee
may be enjoined by demonstrating the employee’s new job
duties will inevitably cause the employee to rely upon knowl-
edge of the former employer’s trade secrets. No published
California decision has accepted or rejected the inevitable
disclosure doctrine.’’ 101 Cal. App. 4th at 1446.
52 101 Cal. App. 4th at 1460-61 (noting ‘‘[n]o published
California decision has accepted or rejected the doctrine of
inevitable disclosure); see T.M. Paetkau, California Court
Rejects ‘‘Inevitable Disclosure Doctrine,’’ But Acknowledges
Availability of Injunctive Relief for the Almost Indistinguishable
‘‘Threatened’’ Disclosure of Trade Secrets, CORPORATE FINDLAW

(2002), available at https://corporate.findlaw.com/litigation-
disputes/california-court-rejects-inevitable-disclosure-
doctrine-but.html.
53 Schlage Lock, 101 Cal. App. 4th at 1449.

54 101 Cal. App. 4th at 1458.
55 Globespan, Inc. v. O’Neill, 151 F. Supp. 2d 1229, 1235
(C.D. Cal. 2001) (considering and rejecting the inevitable
disclosure doctrine); Bayer Corp. v. Roche Molecular
Systems, Inc., 72 F. Supp. 2d 1111, 1120 (N.D. Cal. 1999)
(California trade-secrets law does not recognize the theory of
inevitable disclosure).
56 54 F.3d 1262 (7th Cir. 1995).
57 See e.g., RKI, Inc. v. Grimes, 177 F. Supp. 2d 859 (N.D.
Ill. 2001); H & R Block Eastern Tax Services, Inc. v. Enchura,
122 F. Supp. 2d 1067 (W.D. Mo. 2000); Maxxim Medical,
Inc. v. Michelson, 51 F. Supp. 2d 773 (S.D. Tex.), revd.
without reported opn., 182 F.3d 915 (5th Cir. 1999); Lexis-
Nexis v. Beer, 41 F. Supp. 2d 950, 959 (D. Minn. 1999);
Novell Inc. v. Timpanogos Research Group Inc., 46
U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1197, 1215 (D. Utah 1998) (adopting inevi-
table disclosure but noting ‘‘[n]o Utah appellate court has
considered . . . the application of this doctrine’’); Merck &
Co. Inc. v. Lyon, 941 F. Supp. 1443 (M.D.N.C. 1996);
Branson Ultrasonics Corp. v. Stratman, 921 F. Supp. 909 (D.
Conn. 1996) (invoking inevitable disclosure to enforce cove-
nant not to compete); Surgidev Corp. v. Eye Technology, Inc.,
648 F. Supp. 661 (D. Minn. 1986); Bendinger v. Marshalltown
Trowell Co., 994 S.W.2d 468 (Ark. 1999); E.I. duPont de
Nemours & Co. v. American Potash & Chemical Corp. 200
A.2d 428 (Del. 1964); Strata Marketing, Inc. v. Murphy, 740
N.E.2d 1166 (Ill. App. Ct. 2000); National Starch and Chemical
Corp. v. Parker Chemical Corp., 530 A.2d 31 (N.J. Super. Ct.
App. Div. 1987); Procter & Gamble Co. v. Stoneham, 140 Ohio
App. 3d 260, 275 (2000); Cardinal Freight Carriers, Inc. v. J.B.
Hunt Transp. Servs., Inc., 987 S.W.2d 642, 646 (Ark. 1999).
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decided the cases on other grounds58; and a smaller but
growing number have rejected the doctrine.59

The court of appeal acknowledged that the facts
were ‘‘strikingly similar’’ to the facts in the Seventh
Circuit’s seminal case, PepsiCo v. Redmond,60 adopting
the ‘‘inevitable disclosure doctrine’’ under the Illinois
version of the UTSA. In both cases the parties were
fierce competitors; the employees’ job duties at the
new company were virtually identical to those at the
plaintiff company; knew of the plaintiffs’ trade secrets;
the employees both signed confidentiality agreements;
both employees were less than forthright with the plain-
tiffs; and both agreed to make efforts to safeguard

plaintiffs’ trade secrets.61 Despite these similarities,
the Schlage Lock court rejected the inevitable disclosure
doctrine. The court reasoned:

The decisions rejecting the inevitable disclo-
sure doctrine correctly balance competing
public policies of employee mobility and
protection of trade secrets. The inevitable
disclosure doctrine permits an employer to
enjoin the former employee without proof of
the employee’s actual or threatened use of
trade secrets based upon an inference (based
in turn upon circumstantial evidence) that
the employee inevitably will use his or her
knowledge of those trade secrets in the new
employment. The result is not merely an
injunction against the use of trade secrets,
but an injunction restricting employment.62

The Schlage Lock court explained the ‘‘justification’’ for
the doctrine: ‘‘[U]nless the employee has ‘an uncanny
ability to compartmentalize information’ the employee
will necessarily rely – consciously or subconsciously –
upon knowledge of the former employer’s trade secrets
in performing his or her new job duties.’’63 However, the
court found that this justification also created an after-
the-fact noncompete agreement that alters the employ-
ment relationship without the employee’s consent. But
this same discredited justification also supports the
memorized trade secrets rule.

Like the inevitable disclosure doctrine, premised on
what a former employee knows and cannot help but
use in his or her new competitive employment,
the memorized trade secrets rule is incompatible with
California law.64 Among other practical problems, the
‘‘rule’’ penalizes former employees who happen to

58 See e.g., Padco Advisors, Inc. v. Omdahl, 179 F. Supp. 2d
600, 611 (D. Md. 2002) (‘inappropriate’ to adopt the doctrine
because no tangible trade secrets were taken); Hoskins
Mfg. Co. v. PMC Corp., 47 F. Supp. 2d 852 (E.D. Mich.
1999) (disclosure not inevitable because parties’ differing tech-
nology made trade secrets useless); Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.
v. Lockhart, 5 F. Supp. 2d 667, 682 (S.D. Ind. 1998) (finding
PepsiCo ‘instructive’ but no finding of inevitable disclosure
because no evidence employee took confidential information);
Lumex, Inc. v. Highsmith, 919 F. Supp. 624 (E.D.N.Y. 1996)
(deciding case based on noncompete rather than inevitable
disclosure); Northwest Bec-Corp v. Home Living Service,
41 P.3d 263 (Idaho 2002) (distinguishing PepsiCo on ground
plaintiff failed to submit evidence supporting claim of misap-
propriation); Travenol Laboratories, Inc. v. Turner, 228 S.E.2d
478 (N.C. Ct. App. 1976) (suggesting inevitable disclosure
limited to situation where employee has highly technical
information).
59 See e.g. Globespan, Inc. v. O’Neill, 151 F. Supp. 2d 1229
(C.D. Cal. 2001); Del Monte Fresh Produce Co. v. Dole Food
Co., Inc. 148 F. Supp. 2d 1326, 1337 (S.D. Fla. 2001); PSC,
Inc. v. Reiss, 111 F. Supp. 2d 252 (W.D.N.Y. 2000); Bayer
Corp. v. Roche Molecular Systems, Inc., 72 F. Supp. 2d 1111
(N.D. Cal. 1999) (holding that the inevitable disclosure
doctrine runs counter to California’s public policy favoring
employee mobility); EarthWeb, Inc. v. Schlack, 71 F. Supp.
2d 299 (S.D.N.Y. 1999); Gov’t Tech. Servs., Inc. v. IntelliSys
Tech. Corp., 51 Va. Cir. 55 (1999); Danjaq, LLC v. Sony
Corp., No. CV 97–8414–ER (MCX), U.S. Dist. Ct. (C.D.
Cal. Mar. 11, 1999) (finding that reliance on the inevitable
disclosure doctrine is misplaced as ‘‘PepsiCo is not the law
of the State of California or the Ninth Circuit.’’); Computer
Sciences Corp. v. Computer Assoc. Int’l, Inc., Nos. CV
98–1374–WMB SHX, CV 98–1440–WMB SHX, U.S. Dist.
Ct. (C.D. Cal. Aug. 12, 1999); Holton v. Physician Oncology
Servs., LP, 292 Ga. 864, 870 (2013); Tubular Threading,
Inc. v. Scandaliato, 443 So. 2d 712, 715 (La. Ct. App. 1983).
60 54 F.3d 1262 (7th Cir. 1995).

61 See Schlage Lock, 101 Cal. App. 4th at 1460-61;
PepsiCo, 54 F.3d at 1263-67.
62 Schlage Lock, 101 Cal. App. 4th at 1461-62.
63 101 Cal. App. 4th at 1459 (quoting PepsiCo, 54 F.3d at
1269).
64 See CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE § 16000; Application Group,
Inc. v. Hunter Group, Inc., 61 Cal. App. 4th 881, 900 (1998)
(Section 16000 generally prohibits covenants not to compete,
and California public policy strongly favors employee mobi-
lity); Continental Car-Na-Var Corp. v. Moseley, 24 Cal. 2d
104, 110 (1944) (Section 16600 protects a person’s right to
‘‘follow any of the common occupations of life’’); American
Credit Indemnity Co. v. Sacks, 213 Cal. App. 3d 622, 633
(1989) (Section 16600 protects a person’s right to pursue the
business or profession they choose).
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possess good memories. The memorized trade secrets
rule raises a host of other practical problems. For
example, how does a court, an arbitrator, or a jury deter-
mine the distinction between the ‘‘casual memory
exception’’ and ‘‘memorized trade secrets’’? If a former
employee has a fundamental right to resign and compete
directly and immediately, how can she do so without
‘‘professional amnesia’’?

The inevitable disclosure doctrine may not be inter-
changeable with the memorized trade secrets rule,
but they are close cousins. Courts will continue to
rely on Morlife v. Perry for application of the memor-
ized trade secrets rule, but defendants may argue for a

re-examination of the issue given that the CUTSA does
not protect information in ‘‘intangible form’’ (unlike the
DTSA); and Morlife relied on pre-UTSA case law and
ignored contrary authority, i.e., ‘‘[e]quity has no power
to compel a man who changes employers to wipe clean
the slate of his memory.’’65

Tyler M. Paetkau is a Partner of Procopio, Cory,
Hargreaves & Savitch LLP in Palo Alto, California,
where he represents employers in all aspects of
labor and employment law, with a focus on trade
secrets, restrictive covenants and unfair competition
litigation and counseling. Tyler can be reached at
tyler.paetkau@procopio.com or (650) 645-9027).

65 Moss, Adams & Co. v. Shilling, 179 Cal. App. 3d 124,
129 (1986).
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